
Our business is rubbish...
 Well, technically our business is all about YOUR rubbish - 

 collecting it and recycling it

We specialise in 
finding solutions,  
no excuses –  
we get the job 
done

Passionate
About Doing 

The Right Thing

PHONE 0800 36 77 35     I     EMAIL info@rubbishdirect.co.nz     I     rubbishdirect.co.nz

Rubbish Direct provides rubbish and recycling services to 
commercial, hospitality and apartment operations within 
the Auckland region. Our business may be rubbish, but our 
customer service is second to none and we pride ourselves  
in doing a really great job every time.

Unlike other rubbish collection companies, Rubbish Direct:

n   Offers a 24/7 support service, you can call us anytime  
(and yes, you can test that!)

n   Doesn’t use contractors – all our drivers are employees so  
we maintain their insurances, health and safety and we 
ensure that they are fully trained before coming to your site. 
This is so we can guarantee a great service

n   Is flexible on agreement terms

n   Has a full-time Health & Safety Manager to ensure that all 
our processes and procedures are up to date which reduces  
any risk to our customers

n   Has a clean, serious accident-free record – and it has 
been clean for over 18+ years.  
Not many companies in our  
industry can say the same!

n   Collects directly from the  
refuse room, regardless  
of where it is (in some  
cases, that’s the  
4th floor!)



RECYCLING BIN  240 LITRE

n  For glass bottles and jars, paper, 
steel cans, plastics grade 1-7 and 
disposable coffee cups

n  One bin recycles it all, making it easier 
for you to recycle more waste

n  Premium Recycling Service includes 
hygienic clean and deodorised bin – 
every time the bin is exchanged

CARDBOARD BIN  1100 LITRE

n  For high volumes of cardboard waste 

n  Daily collections where required

DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION BIN  240 LITRE

n  Lockable bins collected from within your building 

n  On-demand or pre-arranged scheduled collections

n  Bins are exchanged with a clean, deodorised bin each time

USED COOKING OIL RECYCLING BIN  90 LITRE

n  No more mess and spilt cooking oil – you can collect 
cooking oil directly from the cooker

n  The large open top provides ease of pouring and the 
sealable lid eliminates spillage

n  Transparent bin enables you to see when the bin  
is full

n  The bin is exchanged with a clean bin when it’s full 

PREMIUM HAND SORTED
Ideally suited to businesses that generate high 
volumes of glass bottles (such as restaurants 
and bars) or customers who require high quality 
standards for their mixed recycling. The hand 
sorting is carried out by Rubbish Direct staff at 
its recycling processing plant in West Auckland.  
Our premium service includes a hygienic and 
deodorised bin each time it is exchanged.

RECYCLING OPTIONS

Recycling Collections

FOOD WASTE BIN  240 LITRE

n  For large volumes of food waste

n  Daily collections where required

n  Bins replaced with cleaned bins

STANDARD  
AUTOMATED SORTING
Where cost is a major 
consideration for processing 
mixed recycling, Visy’s 
automated processing plant 
in Onehunga accommodates 
high volumes.

WE OFFER TWO METHODS FOR PROCESSING YOUR RECYCLING:

FOOD WASTE RECYCLING BAGS  60 LITRE
n  Accepts all food waste including raw meats,  

seafood, dairy and disposable coffee cups

n  Simple, convenient and hygienic system to  
recycle 100% of your food waste

BATTERY RECYCLING
n  Transparent container which indicates 

when it’s full

n  Total service includes emptying, 
removal and weighing

n  Ideal for central office locations

FLEXI-SACK  600 LITRE

Includes a free standing frame which is easy to move. Three separate bag options for:

Cardboard
n  Compact and convenient 

system for flattened 
cardboard

Plastic Wrap
n  Compact and convenient 

for storing plastic 
wrapping

Polystyrene
n  Great system for 

diverting polystyrene 
from landfill



SKIP BINS  9 CUBIC METRE

n  Large bin, left on site and removed 
when full 

LOAD AND REMOVE
n  We pick everything up and take it 

away, from one item to a full truck. 
Quotes available on request

n  Large plastic bags for all standard rubbish bins

n  700 bags in a box gives you big cost savings

PREPAID RUBBISH BAGS 
60 LITRE

n  Ideal for cleaning contractors or where 
space is at a premium

n  Collections from pre-arranged pick-up 
spots or inside your building

WHEELIE BINS  
120 / 240 LITRE

n  Convenient to store and easy 
to move around your business 

n  Easy to clean and maintain

CUSTOMISED COLLECTIONS
n  Customised collection days and times to 

suit the requirements of your business and 
minimise disturbance to your neighbours

EVENTS & FUNCTIONS
n  Recycling and rubbish bins for events and functions 

n  Removed the following day

n  No matter whether it’s a small wedding or a  
massive public event, we can handle it

INORGANIC COLLECTIONS
n  For those one-off collections of large and small clear-outs

BIN CLEANING 
n  Rubbish bins exchanged with bins that 

have been high-pressure steam cleaned

n  Frequency of bin cleaning is either on 
demand or scheduled at pre-arranged 
times of the year

n  No mess - the bins are cleaned at our 
wash bay facilities which meet all 
environmental regulations

Rubbish Collections

Rubbish Bags

Additional Services
DAILY COLLECTIONS
n  Collections of rubbish and recycling 

available 365 days, including public 
holidays

MOBILE PLASTIC BINS  
660/1100 LITRE

n  Modern, lightweight and easy to manoeuvre, 
even when full

n  Easy to clean and will not rust



VISION WAITAKERE 
GARDENS
We have been very 
impressed with Rubbish 
Directs friendly, efficient 
and professional service and 
would have no hesitation  
in recommending them 
to other potential  
customers.

RESPONSIVE
RUBBISH
SOLUTIONS

OUR PURPOSE

LES MILLS
INTERNATIONAL
They have the customer 
in mind with solutions 
for improvement and are 
passionate about what they 
do. We would recommend 
Rubbish Direct to anyone 
who requires a waste 
management solution. 

CBRE
Rubbish Direct are setting 
the benchmark for their 
industry, they are a 
proficient and professional 
company to deal with 
having a high emphasis 
on sustainability and 
customer requirements!

CITTA APARTMENTS
Rubbish Direct never let us 
down. It does not matter 
which day, they always get 
the job done. Their service 
is second to none!

SUDIMA HOTEL
We have benefited 
greatly from the expertise 
Rubbish Direct delivers. 
The reporting, pick up 
service, training materials 
and physical hardware 
provided are first class.

THE DOMAIN TERRACES
Rubbish Direct services 
have resulted in both 
direct and indirect cost 
savings to our clients with 
a high level of service and 
professionalism that we 
would recommend to any 
multi unit development.

DELOITTE CENTRE
A very professional 
company with good 
services which improves 
the performance of the 
building.

AURA APARTMENTS
I would like to praise your 
driver that uplifted a bed 
base this morning. He went 
out of his way to help tenants 
in the rubbish room in a 
professional manner. Keep 
up the great work, Rubbish 
Direct is an awesome 
company to do business with.
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ASB NORTH WHARF
Rubbish Direct have provided 
an innovative approach to 
waste and recycling. Great 
service and they freely bring 
new ideas and solutions to us 
as our needs have changed.
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